
Task 1
Look at the picture and discuss the following:
- Where do you think the place is?
- Would you want to read in a place like this? Why(not)?
- Do you usually take a book with you when you`re
travelling or do you prefer e-book readers?
- What`s the nicest or most unusual place that you`ve 
spent time reading in?



Task 2

Tell each other about your interests and how you spend your free time. 
Think about the following:
• TV
• Music
• Films
• Sport
• English

Find five things you have in common.



Task 3

SB p. 8 ex. 4

Talk about your leisure interests using different structures (tend to, used to/would, all the time, 
as I`d like to, very rarely, now and again, not as a rule, most of the time).

How much do you have in common?



Task 4

SB p. 8 ex. 5                Do you… much?
Ask each other 5 questions about the following areas:

1) work
2) study
3) holiday
4) eating
5) family

 Don`t forget to use the structures from the previous task in your answers.



Task 5
Match the words to their definitions.

1) dull
2) catchy
3) hilarious
4) commercial
5) weird
6) over-the-top
7) gripping
8) disturbing
9) uplifting

10)  awful

a) exciting
b) made in order to make money
c) dreadful
d) funny
e) boring
f) inspiring
g) strange
h) easy to remember
i) upsetting
j) so extreme that it seems silly

SB p. 9 ex. 8, 9 



Task 6
SB p. 9 ex. 12  - Act out the short conversations softening B`s resposes and 
paying attention to the  stress and intonation. 
 

SB p. 9 ex. 14  - Make short conversations disagreeing politely.

1) I love Harry Potter and stuff like that.
2) I`m really into opera. It`s fantastic.
3) I love any reality TV shows.



Task 7


